COMMUNICATION UPDATES

The IAEM 2014 Annual Conference & EMEX, Nov. 10–15, 2014, in San Antonio, Texas, provided collaboration opportunities for 1,770 EM professionals in all levels of government, the private sector, public health, and related professionals. The EMEX Hall featured 340 exhibitors, offering the most comprehensive collection of tools and resources to support EM programs.

For the first time this year, IAEM is offering a Digital Pass to the 2015 IAEM Annual Conference. The pass will include several live streams of the keynote and plenary sessions, as well as one recorded session in each spotlight and breakout session block, for a total of 14 learning opportunities.

ANNUAL CONFERENCE

UPCOMING EVENTS

IAEM 2015 Annual Conference & EMEX Exhibit Nov. 10–15, 2015 Las Vegas, NV
IAEM 2016 Annual Conference & EMEX Exhibit Oct. 15–20, 2016 Savannah, GA
IAEM 2017 Annual Conference & EMEX Exhibit Nov. 8–13, 2017 Long Beach, CA

CERTIFICATION

The CEM® Prep Course and Exam was offered six times, while the exam was offered without the preparatory course an additional 5 times. The CEM Prep Webinar was offered one time.

The biggest accomplishment was updating the CEM exams and beginning the process of moving the exam to an online offering.

FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE (AS OF MAY 31, 2015)

IAEM Funds Balances

Scholarship Fund
$6,698 Increase
CEM® Program Fund
$32,609 Increase
CEM® Program
$79,922
Scholarship Program
$174,834
Operations/Reserves
$999,393

MEMBERSHIP REPORT

IAEM-Asia members supported relief efforts in Nepal following the Apr. 25, 2015 earthquake. The IAEM-Asia Nepal team had more than 40 active members, volunteering their time and resources, and partnered with other organizations to maximize the impact of their efforts and volunteer services. IAEM-Asia hosted its 2014 Annual Membership Meeting in Shanghai, China, June 2014, and IAEM-Asia was represented at the UN-APCIT Partner Meeting in Korea, November 2014.


IAEM-LAC was established in 2013 and is working to advance the emergency management profession in the Caribbean and Latin America.

The USA Council completed its Invited Member campaign on Aug. 31, 2014, which increased its Individual memberships by more than 21%. IAEM-USA participated in many conferences and summits across the nation, and is currently preparing for the IAEM 2015 Annual Conference & EMEX. Other accomplishments included creation of the IAEM Think Tank program; partnering with FEMA to promote the grassroots America’s Preparedness; and partnering with LegalShield to provide affordable legal protection insurance to IAEM-USA members; and releasing the IAEM-USA and EMEX report on EMG(E) Grants — Providing Returns on A Nation’s Investment.

CONTACT IAEM HEADQUARTERS

International Association of Emergency Managers
201 Park Washington Court
Falls Church, VA 22046-4527
PHONE: +1 (703) 538-7295 | FAX: +1 (703) 241-5603
EMAIL: info@iaem.com
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MEMBERSHIP BENEFITS

The mission of IAEM is to serve its members by providing information, networking and professional opportunities, and to advance the emergency management profession.

IAEM membership includes a subscription to the IAEM Bulletin and the IAEM Dispatch; members—only webinars, access to valuable members—only research, a chance to receive scholarship funds, the IAEM Job Board, and the online directory of members, with whom you can exchange ideas, explore mutual opportunities or even conduct business. Join today at http://iaem.com.

ONLINE RESOURCES
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